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This document is entirely Open Game Content, and distributed under the Open Game License. See the license on the last page.

ACTION TYPES
In general, in one round you can "move and attack". A standard action is a move plus some other activity. A move-equivalent action may take the place of the "move". A full action takes the place of both, allowing no move. A free action counts as nothing. A partial action is a penalty in which you're allowed only one item (either move or attack) in a round (PHB121).

ATTACKS OF OPPORTUNITY
Most figures have a "threatened zone" extending 5 feet away from them. If you're in this zone, and do something which keeps you from defending yourself from the figure (as opposed to a normal melee attack), that figure gets an immediate free attack action against you.
Move while Threatened: If you move out of a threatened map space, you allow an attack-of-opportunity (an "opening") (PHB116, 122).
	How to avoid it: If your only action is a move or double move (PHB126), the space you start in doesn't count as threatened.
	How to avoid it: If your entire move is a 5-foot step (PHB117), no opening is given.
Cast a Spell: Any spell-like ability gives an opening; if hit, make a Concentration check (DC10 + damage) or lose the spell (PHB125).
	How to avoid it: If you "cast defensively", no opening is given. Make a Concentration check (DC15 + spell level) or lose spell.
Unarmed Attack: Making an unarmed attack against someone with a weapon gives up an opening (PHB136, 137, 140).
	How to avoid it: If you have the feat of Improved Unarmed Strike, you do not give up an opening.
Ranged Attack: Making a ranged attack gives up an opening (PHB122). (This cannot be avoided.)

SPECIAL ACTIONS AND ATTACKS
Fight Defensively: With either a standard or full attack, you can fight defensively for -4 to hit and a +2 AC dodge bonus (PHB124).
Total Defense: Take as a standard action for a +4 AC dodge bonus (PHB127).
Delay: Choose to wait for some later point in the round and act normally at that point (limit at -10 - Init.). (PHB133-134)
Ready: Specify a partial action to be taken later and the trigger condition (which can interrupt another's action). (PHB134)
Refocus: Do nothing in the current round and reset initiative to 20 + Init. (PHB134)
Aid Another: As a standard action, make an attack vs. AC10. An ally in melee with the target gains +2 to hit or +2AC. (PHB135 & 128)
Bull Rush: Move into target; openings are 25% misdirected; Str check at +4 per larger size. Loser moves back 5+ ft. (PHB137)
Disarm: 	Gives opening; make opposed attack at +4 per weapon larger size. If defender wins, gets free disarm attempt. (PHB137)
Overrun: As a charge: if consciously blocked, make Trip attack (see below). If successful, may continue movement. (PHB139)
Trip: Melee touch attack; then, Str vs. Str or Dex, +4 per larger size. Success makes prone; failure, free trip attempt. (PHB139)
Unarmed Strike: Gives opening to an armed target; make attack roll for 1d3 subdual damage plus any Strength modifier (PHB140).

GRAPPLING
Attempting a grapple gives an opening to the target; if he deals damage, you cannot start the grapple (PHB137; Sage, issue #287).
Make a "grab" melee touch attack; then, a "hold" opposed grapple check: d20 + attack bonus + Str bonus + 4 per larger size. 
The starting "hold" does unarmed damage (and fails vs. anyone +2 sizes larger). Any later successful grapple check allows choice of:
Damage (1d3 + Str bonus); Pin (immobilize for 1 round, +4 to hit); Break (a pin); Escape (and move, if not pinned); Move (w/opponent).

JUMPING AND TUMBLING SKILLS
Jumping follows in (feet [min-max]). Distance is multiplied by (speed/30 ft.). Max. distance is multiplied by (height/6 ft.). (PHB70)
Long jump, run (Roll-5 [5-36]); Long jump, stand (Roll/2-2 [3-12]); High jump, run (Roll/4 [2-9]); High jump, stand (Roll/8+1 [2-6]).
Both Jump & Tumble allow a check at DC 15 to reduce falling damage by 10 ft. (PHB70, 75). Tumble requires light gear (PHB75).

MOUNTED COMBAT
(PHB72, 138) Control of a non-warhorse in combat is a Ride check (DC 20) per round. Using both hands to fight, a Ride check (DC 5). Having both horse and rider attack, a Ride check (DC 10). If your mount drops, a Ride check (DC 15) to avoid 1d6 damage. 
Melee Attacks: Moving over 5 ft. allows only a partial attack; riders get +1 bonus against men on foot, x2 damage with a lance charge. 
Ranged Attacks: Normal move, no penalty; double move, -4 penalty; running, -8 penalty to hit. Longbows cannot be used (PHB101-2). 
Spellcasting: Normal move, no penalty; double move, a Con check (DC 10 + spell level); running, a Con check (DC 15 + spell level). 
For both ranged attacks & spells, if the mount travels more than a normal move, the attack(s) occurs at the midpoint of the move.

TURNING UNDEAD
This is a Charisma check. Maximum HD turned is: (d20 + Cha bonus - 10)/3 + Level (see Table 8-16 on PHB140).
Total HD turned is: 2d6 + Cha bonus + Level. The effect lasts 10 rounds. Undead with HD less than half your level are destroyed.

ITEMS AFFECTED BY MAGICAL ATTACKS
A character who rolls a natural "1" on a magic attack saving throw has 1 of 4 exposed items hit by the spell (see PHB150).
Magic items get saving throws to avoid damage. Fort, Ref, and Will save bonuses are all: (caster level)/2 + 2. (DMG176)
Hence standard arms have the following bonuses: +1 magic=+3 save bonus; +2=+5; +3=+6; +4=+8; +5=+9. (DMG179, 183)

HEALING
Subdual damage heals at 1 hp/level/hour. (Any spell that heals n damage simultaneously heals n subdual damage: PHB135)
Normal damage heals at 1 hp/level/day of rest with light activity -- no combat or spells. (Bed rest heals x1.5 this rate: PHB129)
Ability loss heals at 1 point/day of rest with light activity -- no combat or spells. (Bed rest heals x2 this rate: PHB129)


OPEN GAMING SPECIAL MAGIC NOTES

WIZARD SPELLBOOKS
A spellbook has 100 pages (3 lbs.); each spell takes levelx2 pages, 1 page for cantrips (PHB155).
On average, a single spellbook will be filled when a wizard is about 8th level (with 16 cantrips & 18 spells of level 1-4 [~4 each]).
Although it's stated that a wizard using another's spellbook must have any spells recorded in his own book, this can be considered shorthand for the wizard "understanding" the spell, which is usually followed by writing it into their own spellbook. (PHB155)

MAGIC ITEM USE
Saving throws against item effects are always at DC 10 + 1.5x(spell level). (DMG176).


Item
Activation
Action
Opening
Reference

Potion
use activated
standard
yes
DMG190

Scroll
spell completion
as spell
yes
DMG175, 203

Staff, Wand
spell trigger
as spell
no
DMG175, 204, 206

Other
command word
standard
no
DMG175-6, etc.

"Spell trigger" items require the user to have the spell on their class spell list. 
"Spell completion" items require the user  to have the spell on their class spell list, to be the correct type of caster (arcane/divine), and to have a high enough ability score (10 + spell level).  If not high enough level, the user must make a caster level check (DC caster level + 1) to cast, or else a Wisdom check (DC 5) to avoid a mishap (see DMG203).

SPECIAL ABILITY TYPES
The precise meanings and vulnerabilities of the various special ability types are as follows (PHB158, DMG71-72, MM7-8):


Ability
Antimagic
Dispel
Resistance
Opening
Notes

Spell-like
yes
yes
yes
yes
as spell, but no components

Supernatural
yes
no
no
no
magical ability, but non-spell

Extraordinary
no
no
no
no
natural and non-magical

ALIGNMENT COLORS
The official 3rd Edition color associations are as follows -- Lawful: blue; Good: white; Evil: dark; Chaotic: yellow. (PHB196)
Note that this differs from Gygax's associations -- Good: gold, blue, white; Neutral: tan, green, gray; Evil: red, purple, black. 
It also differs from this author's preference -- Good: white, yellow, green; Neutral: orange, gray, blue; Evil: red, purple, black.
(For Gygax's color associations, see CED, p. 40, with other support on pp. 241-2 and 355-6.)

SCHOOLS OF MAGIC
The 8 schools are as follows: Abjuration (protection), Conjuration (summoning, healing), Divination (information), Enchantment (mind-affecting), Evocation (energy), Illusion (phantasms, etc.), Necromancy (death, fear), and Transmutation (shaping, enhancements).

ABJURATIONS
Multiple abjurations within 10 ft. of each other, after 24 hours, create a semi-visible energy flux. (Search at +4 bonus: PHB157).

ILLUSIONS
Characters usually only get "disbelief" saving throws after carefully studying or interacting with an illusion (say, by probing an illusion, or whenever attacked by an illusory creature). A character can communicate his success, giving others a saving throw with a +4 bonus. Faced with incontrovertible proof (falling through an illusory floor), a character automatically disbelieves with no saving throw. (PHB158)

MISCELLANEOUS SPELLCASTING NOTES
·	Alignment Requirements: Clerics cannot cast spells of an alignment opposed to their own or their deity's (PHB32). Among other things, this means they cannot summon monsters with alignments opposed to their own or their deity's (as the spell takes on that alignment: PHB258). Note also that summoned creatures go away when dropped to 0 hit points (PHB157).
·	Hand Requirements: Somatic spells require at least one hand (PHB151). Thus, armed clerics will probably prefer a two-handed weapon, or a small shield (PHB106) to freely transfer a weapon in & out (PHB128), or else a weapon with a thong.
·	Spell Line of Effect: A spell must have a "line of effect" between the caster and target. Such a line is blocked by a solid barrier -- but not by limited sight, fog, darkness, or a barrier with a 1 square foot hole in it (PHB150).
·	Spell Resistance: Only spells and spell-like abilities (and those from magic items) are subject to spell resistance (DMG81). Generally, it applies to targeted or area spells that the monster is in; see also the list of school-based criteria (DMG82-83).
·	Spells with Attack Rolls: You can deliver a touch spell via an unarmed attack vs. the target's full AC (Sage, issue #276). You can score a critical hit via any spell with an attack roll that does normal, subdual, ability, or energy drain damage (PHB123). You can make a sneak attack with a spell with an attack roll that does normal or subdual damage. You can take the feats of Weapon Focus, Weapon Finesse, or Improved Critical in the following areas: Ray, Energy Missile, Touch spell (Dragon #277).
·	Stacking for Wizards: Mage armor does not stack with normal armor or shields (all "armor bonus"). (PHB104, PHB223, DMG177)
·	Touch Spells: You can cast a touch spell, then move, and then touch a target in a single round (PHB125).


OPEN GAMING DIVINATION AND DETECTION SPELLS

DIVINATION SPELLS
·	Augury (Clr2) determines the likely weal or woe of a single proposed action within the next half hour.
·	Locate Object (Wiz2, Clr3; 1 min./level, range Long) gives the direction to a well-known object, and is blocked by lead.
·	Clairvoyance* (Wiz3; 1 min./level) allows sight anywhere, but not magically enhanced senses, and is blocked by lead.
·	Divination (Clr4; costs 25 gp) provides a likely useful piece of advice for one event or activity within the next week.
·	Arcane Eye* (Wiz4; 10 min., move 30 ft./round, up to ½ mile) allows natural eyesight at a distance, and is blocked by solid barriers.
·	Scrying* (Wiz4, Clr5; 1 min./level) allows sight and sound from other planes, and allows a number of divination spells to be cast through it. 
·	Locate Creature (Wiz4; 10 min./level, range Long) gives direction to a well-known creature, and is blocked by water.
·	Commune (Clr5; costs 100 XP) allows a number of yes or no questions which are perfectly answered.
·	Contact Other Plane (Wiz5) allows a number of briefly answered questions with random truthfulness.
·	Legend Lore (Wiz6; costs 250 gp) possibly conjures some information or an answer about some person or object, after days or weeks.
·	Greater Scrying* (Wiz7, Clr7; 1 hour/level) works exactly like scrying, but with longer duration and no required focus.
·	Vision (Wiz7; costs 100 XP) works as legend lore (see above), but casting time is only one action.
·	Discern Location (Wiz8, Clr8; instantaneous) determines the location of any creature or object, and overpowers any other protection.

DIVINATION COUNTER-SPELLS
·	Undetectable Alignment (Clr2; 1 day) conceals the alignment of one creature or object from all divinations (see detect spells below).
·	Misdirection (Wiz2; 1 hour/level) causes aura-detecting spells (see below) to read one creature/object as some other selection.
·	Obscure Object (Wiz2, Clr3; 8 hours) hides an object from location by spell or scrying.
·	Nondetection (Wiz3; 1 hour/level, costs 50 gp) allows resistance to any divination, via a caster level check (DC 11 + caster level, +4 if cast on self).
·	Detect Scrying (Wiz4; 1 day) gives awareness of any scrying spell, and an opposed Scry check gives image of the scrier and location.
·	False Vision (Wiz5; 1 min./level, costs 250 gp) makes an area undetectable to scrying, or, creates any illusion with concentration.
·	Sequester (Wiz7; 1 day/level) makes a creature or object comatose, invisible, and protected from any divination spells.
·	Screen (Wiz8; 1 day) creates an illusion on an area seen by any direct observer or scrier. 
·	Mind Blank (Wiz8; 1 day) perfectly hides one creature from any mind-affecting, divination, scrying, or informational spell, device, or effect.

Scrying spells (marked with an * above) allow, for subjects with Intelligence 12+, a Scry check (DC 20) to detect the magical sensor.
Above, access for Wizards and Clerics is noted. Wizard spells are all shared with Sorcerers, most with Bards, and some with various Clerical Domains. Druids also have scrying and greater scrying. Rangers have access to the single spell of nondetection, while Paladins (and Bards) have undetectable alignment.

In general, the most effective defenses are provided by the nondetection, detect scrying, screen, and mind blank spells, all of which are only available to Sorcerer/Wizards (except that Bards have detect scrying, the Protection domain has mind blank, and Trickery has the other two). Presumably almost all high-level (12+) Wizards will have detect scrying functioning at all times; mind blank will be ubiquitous for some very high level (16+) Wizards. The other spells will probably be saved for important journeys or conferences. Note that spell resistance is not effective against any divination spell, nor is there any saving throw. The only core magic items which help are these:

·	Ring of Mind Shielding (value 8,000 gp): gives immunity to detect thoughts, discern lies, and detect alignment.
·	Amulet of Proof against Detection and Location (value 35,000 gp): forces a caster level check against any divination (DC 19).


DETECTION SPELLS
Detect Animals or Plants, Chaos, Evil, Good, Law, Magic, Secret Doors, Snares and Pits, Thoughts, and Undead are all similar:

·	They function in a quarter-circle arc of 60 ft. range (the caster can rotate each round -- note detect animals or plants has Long range). 
·	They are all blocked by 3 feet of wood/dirt, 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of metal, or a thin sheet of lead.
·	On 1st round, they register presence within arc; on 2nd round, number of "auras" (and top one); on 3rd round, location & strength of each "aura".
·	Detect alignment, magic, and undead spells detect aura strengths and lingering auras according to the following table.
·	Detect alignment & undead, with aura "overwhelming" and strength (HD) of caster's level x2, will stun an opposite-aligned caster (ending spell).
·	Detect magic can also determine the school of magic if in sight with a Spellcraft check (DC15+ spell level). See above for exact school.


Detect Spells: Aura Strength








  For Detect Alignment (Chaos/Evil/Good/Law), the target in question must be of the appropriate alignment.








  * Detect Evil is the only Detect Alignment spell that can find undead.

















Spell
Target (Basis)

Dim
Faint
Moderate
Strong
Overwhelming

Detect Undead
Undead (HD)

--
1
2-4
5-10
11+

Detect Alignment
Outsider (HD); Cleric (level); Spell (level)

--
1
2-4
5-10
11+

"
Item (caster level); Elemental (HD); Undead* (HD)

--
1-2
3-8
9-20
21+

"
Creature (HD)

--
1-5
6-20
21-50
51+

Detect Magic
Spell (level)

0-level
1-3
4-6
7-9
10+

"
Item (caster level)

--
1-5
6-11
12-20
21+

"
Item (example)

--
Potion or +1
Arms +2/+3
Arms +4/+5
Artifact










Lingering Aura Duration (Dim strength):


--
1d6 min.
1d6x10 min.
1d6 hours
1d6 days
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CLASS SELECTION
The only limitations to standard class selection are with regard to either Alignment or Spell access.
Alignments -- Barbarian, Bard: non-Lawful... Druid: Neutral... Monk: Lawful... Paladin: Lawful Good.
Spell Access -- requires an ability of at least 10 to cast any spell (specifically 10+level of spell).
	Cleric, Druid, Paladin, Ranger: Wisdom... Bard, Sorcerer: Charisma... Wizard: Intelligence.

SKILL SELECTION
It's advantageous to pick up any trained-only skills you can, especially if they're in-class skills. (Otherwise they're impossible checks.)

SKILL GM-ROLL REQUIREMENTS
Listen and Spot, for all characters, should be provided to the GM (see also DMG17).
A few rogue-type trained-only skills should be provided if you have them: Decipher Script, Disable Device, Innuendo, Read Lips.
Obscuring-type skills can be rolled by the player at the time they're actually opposed: e.g., Disguise, Forgery, Hide, Move Silently.

THIEF SKILL CHANGES
The following thief-type skills changed names from previous D&D rule editions: "Find/Remove Traps" was split into the skills "Search" and "Disable Device". The skill of "Hear Noise" became "Listen". "Read Languages" became "Decipher Script".
Other skills have basically the same names ("Pick Pocket", "Open Lock", "Move Silently", "Hide", and "Climb").

TAKING 20
Taking 20 means you are trying until you get it right (PHB61, 282) -- therefore, skills that disallow retries cannot "take 20" (e.g., knowledge, influencing, and obscuring-type skills). Taking 20 takes about x20 as long as a single check would (PHB61).
Example: Searching normally takes 1 round per 5' square. Taking 20 takes 2 minutes per 5' square.

CARRYING CAPACITY
Carrying capacities are always in 3 evenly divided categories: Light, Medium, Heavy (PHB142).
For Strength 1-10, the max. load is Str x 10; limits at Str13 = 50/100/150 lb.; Str15 = 66/133/200 lb.; Str18 = 100/200/300 lb.

EXPERIENCE AWARD FORMULA
To find the XP award for any given encounter, first calculate the "challenge difference", CD = CR - PL (avg. party level).
In general, the XP award is: (300xPL)x2CD/2. If CD is odd and CD>0, it's (300xPL)x3/2x2(CD-1)/2; if CD<0, it's (300xPL)x2/3x2(CD+1)/2.
Technically, the XP award is only supported if |CD|<8. Circumstances may modify CR/EL by up to +/-2. (DMG166-167)

HIDING AND SPOTTING
In general, a Spot check (Wis key) is opposed by another's Hide check (Dex key, armor check penalty applies).
It is impossible to Hide while people are already observing you, even casually. Modifiers to the Spot DC follow:

General Modifiers
Target invisible1 							Base DC 20
Check at average encounter distance2			Base DC 20
Check at half-average encounter distance2		Base DC 10
Contrast of target to surroundings2				+/-5 or more
Motion of target: None (still)2					+5
Up to 1/2 speed3						+0
1/2 to full speed3						-5
Charging or running3					-20
Multiple targets (6 or more creatures)2			-2
Light: By moon (w/o dark- or low-light-vision)2		+5
By stars (w/o dark- or low-light-vision)2		+10
None (w/o sufficient darkvision)2			impossible
Size of target (included in Hide modifiers) 2		+/-4 per category
Spotter distracted1 							+5

Distance Modifiers 2




Encounter
Spot DC
Concealment 4
Terrain
Distance (Avg.)
+1 For Each
(Miss Chance)
Heavy fog, smoke
2d4x5 ft. (25 ft.)
1 ft.
Total (50%)
Dense forest, jungle
2d4x10 ft. (50 ft.)
2½ ft.
3/4 (30%)
Light forest
3d6x10 ft. (100 ft.)
5 ft.
1/4 (10%)
Brush, bush, scrub
6d6x10 ft. (200 ft.)
10 ft.
None
Grassland, no cover
6d6x20 ft. (400 ft.)
20 ft.
None
Indoors
Line of sight/light
As Brush
Varies

1 Formally a modifier to Spot check, here modifying the DC (PHB75).
2 Formally only a modifier to encounter distance checks, included here for added detail. Spot modifier is back-calculated (DMG60: Table 3-2).
3 A modifier specified for the Hide skill (PHB69).
4 Concealment presented as a guideline for the GM (PHB133).

MORALE RULES (House Rule -- inspired by 1st Ed. DMG p. 67)
Morale is a Will saving throw only for creatures with Int 5+. Other factors (loyalty, status, treatment), may give modifiers up to +/-4.


Morale Checks Made When
Check

Other Morale Modifiers
Modifier




Faced by obviously superior force
each round

Inflicting casualties, taking none
+4

DC
Result

25% of party eliminated or slain
at -1

Each enemy slain
+2

neg.
Surrender

  (or individual taking 25% wounds)
at -1

Each enemy deserting
+1

0
Flee in panic

Leader unconscious
at -2

Taking casualties, inflicting none
-2

4
Disengage-retreat

50%+ of party eliminated or slain
at -3

Each friend killed
-2

7
Fall back, fighting

  (or individual taking 50%+ wounds)
at -3

Each friend deserting
-3

10
Stand fast

Leader slain or deserts
at -6

Outnumbered & outclassed by 3-to-1
-4





OPEN GAMING MISCELLANEOUS RULING REFERENCES

·	Charging: Incurs normal openings for the move (see notes to table on PHB122).
·	Climbing & Swimming: Both types of movement allow one-quarter speed (with a move-equivalent action) or one-half-speed (with a full round action). Only one skill check is made per round, in any case. (PHB64, 74)
·	Combat, Starting: Characters are flat-footed until their first turns in the initiative cycle (no Dex bonus to AC, no openings allowed). If some combatants are unaware of their opponents, those who are aware get a partial-action "surprise round". (PHB120-121)
·	Damage Reduction: Doesn't help against spell impact damage (MM9, DMG74).
·	Damage Reduction Attacks: The exact language is that for a creature with damage resistance, its "natural attacks" can hit a creature with the same damage resistance (MM10 and DMG74). (Defined as "teeth, claws, sting, and the like" on MM7.)
·	Diagonal Squares: Not discussed in the books. Designers have established that each 2 diagonal squares count as 15 ft. of movement (5 ft. for the first, 10 ft. for the second -- as per the Official FAQ). Grenades should be targeted at a square center, and bounce (1d6+1/range inc. in feet) to a crosshair; area spells should be targeted at a crosshair (DMG68-69).
·	Drawing Weapons: Note that drawing a weapon (or readying/loosing a shield), is a move-equivalent action. However, unlike any other such action, it can be combined with a regular move (assuming your base attack bonus is at least +1). (PHB128)
·	Falling Speed: In the first round, you fall 500 ft.; in each later round, you fall 1000 ft. (Issue #88, p. 13: Skydiving by Bud Selig).
·	Long-Distance Travel: Overland movement is at a character's Speed/10, read as miles-per-hour.
·	Magic Items, Cooperative Creation: Multiple characters can cooperate, each providing one or more prerequisites for the creation of a magic item. One is designated the creator for purposes of creator level determination. (DMG178)
·	Magic Items, Creation From Item: You can use a spell completion item, a spell trigger item, or a spell-like ability to provide prerequisite spell effects when creating a magic item (DMG178).
·	Magic Items, Metamagic Spells: Scrolls, potions, and wands may be created with metamagic versions of any spell. The usual limits apply for a spell's higher, metamagic level. Afterwards, the feat is not needed to trigger the item. (PHB78)
·	Magic Items, Saving Throws: Saves against magic item powers are made at the lowest needed ability score to cast the spell in question: DC 10 + (spell level) + (minimum needed ability bonus). In other words, 10 + 1.5x(spell level). (DMG176)
·	Mercenaries, Hiring: 1st-level warriors can be hired for a wage of 2 sp/day (4 for Ride skill; 3 x level for leaders). Must supply meals & lodging if relocated. Double: duty that's hazardous, short-term, or have own arms. Limited by community. (DMG149, 139).
·	Monks, Multiclassed: Monks can make unarmed attacks either with their BAB or their monk-only UBAB. For example, a Ftr1/Mnk10 can choose to make unarmed attacks at either +8/+3 or +7/+4/+1 (Sage, issue #280).
·	Monster Initiative: Scores should not be revealed to the players (DMG62, at the end of "Keeping Things Moving").
·	Multiple Attacks for Monsters: Require the full attack action to use all of them (see MM7 "natural weapons").
·	Multiple Hiders vs. Multiple Spotters: For this and other obscuring-type opposed skills, enforce the "Cooperation" rules (PHB62), taking a leader's roll, with +2 per helper who succeeds against DC 10. It's advantageous for the Hiders (and simpler) if they all Take 10 on their obscuring skill check (and remember the -1 per 10 ft. penalty to Spot).
·	Nonproficiency Penalties: Using a weapon without proficiency suffers a -4 penalty on attack rolls (PHB96). Using armor without proficiency suffers the armor's check penalty on all attack rolls and skill checks which involve any movement (PHB104).
·	Potions, Drinking: Generally, grabbing a potion from a pouch is to "retrieve a stored item" (a move-equivalent action which creates an opening, PHB128). Then, actually drinking the potion is as above (a standard action that gives an opening, DMG190).
·	Racial Vision: Dwarves and half-orcs have "darkvision" (60 ft.). Elves, half-elves, and gnomes have "low-light vision". (PHB12-20)
·	Ranged Attacks into Melee: This is at -4 to hit. A same-size creature between shooter & target also provides -4 cover and may be hit (apply same attack roll to cover's AC; if Dex or Dodge causes a miss, the original target is instead hit). (PHB123-4, 133)
·	Rogue Sneak Attacks: Sneak attacks are allowed when the target is denied their Dex AC bonus or when flanking. Added damage is (level+1)/2 in d6 dice. Mid-level barbarians and rogues are immune except to a rogue of +4 levels. (PHB47-48, 25)
·	Running: Four times normal speed in a straight line. Lose any Dex bonus to AC. Requires checks after Con rounds. (PHB127)
·	Size Categories: Fine, Diminutive, Tiny, Small, Medium, Large, Huge, Gargantuan, Colossal. Any step x2 height. (PHB133, MM5)
·	Skills, Rarely Used: Estimating the number of coins in a chest or container may require an "Appraise" (Int) check (DC 12; 1 min.). Tying any knot in a rope requires a "Use Rope" (Dex) check (DC 10; may check only when tested). (PHB63, 76)
·	Striking to Subdue: Using a normal weapon to subdue, or a subduing attack to do normal damage, is at -4 to hit (PHB135).
·	Stunning: Remember that stunned characters drop anything they are holding (PHB282, errata for DMG85).
·	Two-Weapon Attacks: In general, this is at -6/-10 to hit. Ambidexterity reduces the second by +4. Two-Weapon Fighting reduces both by +2. If the second weapon is "light" (smaller than you), it reduces both by +2. Double weapons count as "light". (PHB124-5).
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1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means product and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your" means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Rules Document Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
Open Gaming Thumbnail Rules Copyright © 2001-2002, Daniel R. Collins. All Rights Reserved.



